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BAMA TO ALTER ARTICLES TO INCLUDE ADVANCE NOTICE PROVISIONS;
AND SHARE CONSOLIDATIONS WITH DIRECTOR APPROVAL ONLY
Vancouver, British Columbia, February 2, 2015 – Bama Gold Corp. (TSX Venture: BMA) (the
“Company”) announced that at the Company’s recent annual and special general meeting (the
“Meeting”) held on December 22, 2014, the shareholders were asked to consider and approve a
resolution to amend the Company’s Articles to include advance notice provisions relating to the
nomination of individuals for election of directors and to permit share consolidations on the basis
of directors approval alone without the need for shareholders’ approval.
The purpose of the Advance Notice Provision is to provide shareholders, directors and
management of the Company with direction on the procedure for a shareholder’s nomination of
directors. The Advance Notice Provision is the framework by which the Company seeks to fix a
deadline by which holders of record of common shares of the Company must submit nominations
for director to the Company prior to any annual or special meeting of shareholders and sets forth
the information that a shareholder must include in the notice to the Company for the notice to be
in proper written form in order for any director nominee to be eligible for election at any annual
or special meeting of shareholders.
It was resolved by the shareholders at the Meeting, to adopt the amendment of the Company’s
Articles to include the Advance Notice Provision and to permit share consolidations with directors’
approval only. The Company confirms that it will be making an application to the TSX Venture
Exchange for its approval to alter the Articles in the next few days.
For more information please contact Kirk Gamley, Vice-President, Corporate Development at
(604) 689-7422.
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